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Moriond Cosmology 2016
Highlights and perspectives



- Observations (roughly in order of in-principle directness/robustness)

- Lab 

- Astronomy

- Theory

Outline



What is the dark matter?



No definitive WIMP detection yet. 

Will be approaching new expected signal: neutrino-nucleon scattering





Evidence for new physics at AMS – but what?

AMS: Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer





Many other observations ongoing… and new facilities coming online

Avoid backgrounds: 

non-atmospheric argon 



Dark Matter capture Different solar metallicity



Robust inference on the cosmological macrostructure?

• Quasi-linear perturbations

• Use separation of scales: 

large-scale properties of small-scale observables

• Identify “clean” probes

• Model small scales in detail

Or: How we learned to love nuisance parameters…



CMB

• T

• E

• Φ

• B

• 𝑦 , 𝜈4,  21cm, 𝜇, mixed, lines…



COBE 2 1992



WMAP 1, 2003



Planck 2015



… yet getting modelling/systematic errors to 

within ≪ 1𝜎 of statistical error is really hard.

CMB is about as good as it gets for cosmological parameters

(but we expect new data to shift things by O 1𝜎 anyway…)



Planck high-𝑙:  room for improvement on systematics and statistics..

“Optimal” parameter analysis“Quick and robust” analysis improvements

More optimal noise weighting

…



And SPT

Plenty of T modes still left to measure!



E-polarization progressing rapidly…



Planck 2015 lensing (𝐸𝛁𝚽)



Planck lensing sim 𝐸𝛁𝚽



True lensing 𝐸𝛁𝚽



Should have multiple (semi-)independent 

reconstructions (TT, TE, EB) of the lensing 

realisation with 
𝑆

𝑁
≫ 1to cross-check on large 

scales. 

Smaller scales: multiple power spectra 

estimators with very different noise/systematics 

and foregrounds (EBEB, EEEE, TTEB…)

SPT+ACTPol+Simons Array+…



CMB lensing a relatively clean probe… 
…but still work to do to understand contributions at <1% level



Large-scale polarization

WMAP
Planck

Colin Bischoff: Moriond 2016

Clem Pryke: Moriond 2014

TE+EE

BB

EE



𝑟 ∼ 𝑂
1

𝑁
models now getting ruled out,

including 𝑚2𝜙2

Planck 2015



Core++, LiteBIRD, PIXIE…. Ultimately 𝑟 ∼ 𝑂
1

𝑁2
target should be reachable





1303.5379

For high−𝑙 E and Φ, clear physics targets may be (just) within reach of S4…

(see also Jan Hamman’s talk)

Can use E-mode delensing!



CMB

• T          

• E

• Φ

• B

• 𝑦

• 𝜈4,  21cm, 𝜇, mixed distortions, lines…

Plenty of modes still to go

Only just started

Get planning!



Robust inference on the cosmological macrostructure?

• Quasi-linear perturbations

• Use separation of scales: 

large-scale properties of small-scale non-linear observables

• Identify “clean” probes

• Model small scales in detail



Local Non-Gaussianity

Changes in statistics on distances > particle horizon

Not many non-Gaussianity talks! (impact of Planck?)

P(k)
P(k)

P(k)



Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

Acoustic scale 𝑂 100Mpc ≫ scale of galaxy formation

- Peak of correlation function robust probe of geometry







(Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument)



Robust inference on the cosmological macrostructure?

• Quasi-linear perturbations

• Use separation of scales: 

large-scale properties of small-scale observables

• Identify “clean” probes

• Model small scales in detail



Redshift distortions

- probe growth of structure

Measure large-scale (differences of)

velocities of galaxies; semi-linear



“nuisance” parameters can sometimes be measured very well



Can do lots of neat things with

enough photometric redshifts..



2015 (1507.05552)2003 (astro-ph/0302435)

Progress with galaxy weak lensing cosmology?

From correlation of galaxy shapes on ≫ galaxy scales

Lensing probes total matter not baryons, 

BUT   quite non-linear + long-range intrinsic shape correlations

AND many potential measurement systematics (PSF etc).



Yes! Huge progress in understanding and realistic modelling of errors

CFHTlens DES data only 3%.... and 7 

nuisance parameters

Perhaps lensing soon will again be a robust and powerful probe of cosmology?

Roll on DES year-1…



Lensing and Clusters potentially a powerful test of LCDM

New physics



Galaxy Clusters: formed from collapse of large-scale matter perturbations

Cosmology from cluster number count measurements gradually becoming more understood?



SPT-3G should see ~ 10K clusters…

Constraints from ~ 400 clusters



Cross correlations

𝑔
𝜅𝐶𝑀𝐵
𝛾𝐸
𝑦
CIB

𝑇𝐶𝑀𝐵
…



Theory

Jai-chan Hwang

Vo Van Thuan



This is just matter.

Lots more parameters for 

general bias…

EFT=Effective Field Theory

Systematic model of large-scale 

perturbations, nuisance parameters 

encoding effect of small scales



Theory Errors

EFT just about good enough for CMB lensing



Generalized dark matter

Dark Energy EFT

+constraints by  Velentina Salvatelli

Testing the basic ingredients of LCDM

Varying constants



But will look in any case….

Massive gravity, Galileons, Vainshtein mechanism, 

k-essence, Memetic gravity, Horava-Lifshitz, ….

Lots of improved understanding of problems and technical progress..

BUT no good solution to the classical cosmological constant problem

or compelling alternative to LCDM… yet.





The race to detect

massive gravity…



Daan Meerburg

Fun things to look for from the early universe



Maybe more excitement

round the corner…



Thanks to the organisers

...  and here’s to the next 50 years.


